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Introduction

Intelligent conversational agents or chat-bots have traditionally been used for linear conversations
with their users. From Slack bot to Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, and email bots, these agents serve
as an interface to interact with the software. These dialogue systems, are however mere bookkeeping
and question answer systems at their core. In this paper, we propose a conversation system based
on sequence-to-sequence framework and Amazon Lex. Our system can handle the non linearity of a
theatrical character. We propose an AI character for Theatrical performances.
A vital part of any conversation is to perceive, understand and integrate emotions. Our approach
has two parts. First part involves building a conversational system capable of understanding user emotions(textual), generating sentences relevant to the conversation and introducing poetic verses in the
conversation. Second part, uses Amazon Lex as an interface and framework for communicating with end
users.
The conversational system will have four parts. First part will be a sequence to sequence (SEQ2SEQ)
model where RNNs will be trained on twitter conversations and movie scripts. This part will be responsible for generating relevant texts in response to the user input. Second part will be an emotion recognition
system. It will be a neural classifier capable of classifying user emotions. We will train it on emotionally
classified twitter conversations. Third part will be an SEQ2SEQ LSTM network capable of self generating poetry. We will train this system with poems of famous authors. Fourth system will be an interrupt
system capable of introducing non linearity in conversation. It will take in the keywords introduced by
user, facial emotions(from DeepLens) and textual emotions to generate abstract texts not related to the
current conversation. This abstract text can be in the form of a poetry or story.
The Lex system behaves as the interface between user and the AI Character. User input text is
matched to a Lex intent which uses NLP for classification. All utterances have a many – to – one
mapping with intents. Intents trigger lambda functions which handle logic branching. These lambda
functions also interact with Context Database to obtain metadata output of NLP module and Deep Lens.
The diagram below(Figure 1), gives an architectural overview of the system. We propose to enhance
the basic functionalities of Lex and integrate it with more intelligent LSTMs, NLP libraries and vision
analytic modules. The following are the 3 main components of our architecture:
(a) AWS Lex
Lex framework can handle basic conversations in the form of request/response exchanges. Whenever the user-input does not match any of the intent utterances, it triggers ‘fallbackintent’ which
in turn receives what to output from the NLP module.
(b) Context Database
This is a DynamoDB which stores session data and metadata like gender,age etc. It also stores
in the output of Deep Lens, which contains emotion parameters of the user. This data is used
by Lambda function to create branches in the story. The most important data that it contains is
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Figure 1: System Architecture
the chat history, which contains the entire sequence of chat text. This database is also constantly
updated with the latest content from NLP module.
(c) Model Database
This is also a DynamoDB containing the weights of the trained deep nets, categorized poetry,
quotes and any other hyperparameters needed by the NLP module.
(d) NLP module
This is the cognitive part of our system. It has direct access to both the context database and the
model database. It uses this data to gauge the user’s mood and context. This module also handles
user input that the AWS Lex cannot respond to directly. It consists of the following parts:
(i) Text emotion analyzer: This will classify the user’s text as one of happy, sad, disgust or angry
emotion.
(ii) Poetry generator: This will use the chat history and emotion as a context to generate poetry
from the poetry Model database.
(iii) Dialog generator: This will handle user input and respond when there is no matched intent.
(iv) Randomizer: This introduces random intents in the conversation.
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Related Work

Emotional Chatting Machine(ECM)[1] is capable of detecting textual emotions and give an emotional
response in one of the emotional categories. ECM uses Bi-LSTM for Emotion classification and GRU for
conversation generation. We are using the GRU based conversation generation framework for Dialogue
Generator. Bi-LSTM classifier will be used for Text Emotion Analyser.
A rule based model for identifying the topic of conversation [2] will be used to further strengthen our
Dialogue Generator.
The Randomizer module will generate new contents based on the current conversation context. We
will be using the Encoder-Decoder framework [3] and Poetry Generator to create random contents. [4]
will be used for profiling the user and generating appropriate content.
In order to improve the NLP module real time, Self-Feeding Chatbot architecture [5] and controllable
neural text generation method [6] will be used to fine tune the response of Randomizer and Dialogue
generator.
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